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LINZ AG
The wide range of products and services demand a highly 
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seamlessly integrated video analytics.
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Utility and Infrastructure

Linz, Austria
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Enterprise Edition

SNAP XML Interface, iCAT Video 
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50 sites

Challenge
LINZ AG is the leading utility provider in the 
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region of Upper Austria. The scope of supply 
and services includes electricity, gas, commu-
nity heating, water, sanitation, pu-
�)& �1/�+0-,/1Ǿ�-2�)& ���1%0�
and the port of Linz.
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critical infrastructure as 
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the video management 
system are of high relevan-
ce to LINZ AG. Countless small, 
individual installations with analog cameras 
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purposes. At the same time it is crucial, that 
the video management platform integrates 
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was another challenge to meet.

Solution
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50 sites are up and running on only nine 
servers with a SAN archive solution. The 
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management platform with integrated 

video analytics. 

In case of an emergency in the central 
station PTZ- camera adjustment is 
triggered automatically, due to a Com-

mend integration. Full screen streams of 
the scenes pop up in the control room. 
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the city centre of Linz. By means of only one 
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powerful video analytics module NETAVIS 
iCAT causes an alarm tone if this is the case. 
The conductors slow down the approach 
immediately and smoothly. This way, most 
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At the sanitation premises an automatic 
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management was realized with the NETAVIS 
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thorized vehicles trigger the gates to open 
automatically now, whereas employees only 
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vehicle is waiting outside.
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platform as well. Solutions are tailored with 
individual functionalities depending on 
the given situation, interfaces to Commend 
Emergency Services, alarm systems and 
other third party applications are realised. 
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LINZ AG now has a future proof IP-video sur-
veillance solution with professional video 
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rights management provides the capacity 
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the future.

„ Our customers and we are excited about the 

scalability of Observer. Independent from the 
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particular user, access is granted to the video 

material that is required for his work.“

CHRISTOPH LEHNER 
SAFETY ENGINEERING LINZ AG TELEKOM
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